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1. Introduction. Let M" and TV" be separable n-manifolds (without bound-

ary, unless otherwise specified). The branch set Bf of a map f:Mn—*Nn

is the set of points in M" at which / fails to be a local homeomorphism.

The map / is monotone if, for each y E N", f~\y) is a continuum, and / is

proper if, for each compact set XQNn, f~liX)  is compact.

1.1. Theorem. Let M" and N" be connected Cm manifolds (m ^ 3), and

let f:M"-+Nn be Cm and proper with dim(ß/) ^ n - 3. Then there is a

factorization f = hg such that

(1) g:M"-^K" is a Cm monotone map onto the Cm n-manifold K"; and

(2) A:Kn—>/V" is a k-to-1 Cm diffeo-covering map.  Moreover,

(3) if Hg is another such factorization with intermediate space Ln, then

there is a Cm diffeomorphism a of K" onto Ln such that g~= ag and h = ha~l.

The differentiability condition Cm may be replaced by C° or real ana-

lytic. If M" and Nn are compact oriented manifolds, then A is the absolute

value of the degree of /.

1.2. Corollary. Let M" and Nn be compact connected oriented C6 mani-

folds, and let f:Mn^>Nn be C3. // Nn is simply connected and degree f ¿¿ ± 1,

íAen dimiBf) ^n-2.

1.3. The outline of the proof of (1.1). In (2.1) it is shown that the ex-

istence of the desired factorization is equivalent to two topological proper-

ties ((1) and (2)), and the remainder of the paper is devoted to showing

that if/ satisfies the hypotheses of (1.1), then it satisfies these properties.

In (2.4), conclusion (1) is proved in a very special case, and (2.4) is used

in (2.8) to deduce property (1) in case n ^ 4 and fiBf) GfiRn-2if)) (defi-

nition below). In (3.5) it is shown that, given any map / satisfying the

hypotheses of (1.1) (with n ^ 4), there is another map A such that, for

each yENn, A_1(y) and f~\y) have the same number of components and

A satisfies the hypothesis of (2.8); it follows that / satisfies condition (1).

That it satisfies condition (2) is shown in (3.2). The cases n ^ 3 are treated

separately in (3.6), and the uniqueness in (1.1) is also given in (3.6).

The set of points x E Mn at which the Jacobian matrix of / has rank

at most q is denoted by Rqif) or, if there is no ambiguity, by Rq. Coordi-
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nates are written up, e.g., x',f, and f\X is the restriction of / to the set X.

The interior of X is denoted by int X, the boundary by bdy X, and closure

by Cl [ X] or X. The distance between x and y is d(x,y), and Six, 8) is the

sphere about x of radius 5; a map is a continuous function. Cech homology

and cohomology are consistently used.

2. The proof of (1.1) in case fiBf) CfiRn-è-

2.1. Lemma. Let M" and Nn be connected Cm n-manifolds, let f:M"-*N"

be a proper Cm map, and let k = 1,2, • • •. Suppose that, for each point y E Nn,

(1) f~\y) has exactly A components, and

(2) for each region U and each component V of f~\U),fiV) = U.

Then f has the factorization of Theorem  (1.1).

For M" compact, a map / satisfying (2) is quasi-monotone [24, pp. 151,

152,(8.1)].

Proof. The manifold N" = U,«iX¿, where X¿ is compact and X,CX¡+i

(¿ = 1,2, •••). Since / is proper, /|/_1(-?Q has a unique monotone-fight

factorization [24, p. 141]; it follows that / also is hg, where g is monotone

and A is light [24, p. 130, (4.4)]. Given any point yENn, there is a con-

nected open set U containing y such that the A components of f~liy) are

in different components of f~\U). By (1) and (2), f~\U) has exactly A

components. Thus A-1(f7) also has A components [24, p. 138, (2.2)] and

A is 1-to-l on each. By the local compactness of M" and the Theorem on

Invariance of Domain, A is a local homeomorphism. Hence A is a A-to-1

covering map [ 18, p. 128]. A natural Cm structure is thus induced by A

on K" = giMn), so that g is Cm and A is a Cm diffeo-covering map.

2.2. Lemma. Let /: AÍ2—>iV2 be a nonconstant map, where M2 and N2 are

connected compact 2-manifolds, possibly with boundary. Suppose that

dimifiB,)) í 0,       fiBf) n bdy(AT2) = 0,     f\[M2 - t'ifiB,))]

isa A-to-1 covering map, and Hlif~riiy);Zi) = 0 for each y EN2. Then there

exists a unique factorization f = hg, where g is a monotone map of M2 onto

M2 and h is a light open map of M2 onto N2.

Proof. Since / is nonconstant and dimifiB/)) zi 0, fiM2) meets iV2 — fiBj);

from the covering property of /, it follows that / is quasi-monotone [ 24,

p. 152, (8.1)]. Let hg be the monotone-light open factorization [24, p. 153,

(8.4)] off; it is unique [24, p. 141, (4-1)]. Since higiM2)) is both open in

N2 and compact, and since N2 is connected, A is onto. It suffices to prove

that giM2) is (homeomorphic to) M2.

Each component K of bdyiM2) is a simple closed curve; by the acyclic

condition, fiK) is a nondegenerate continuum. Since dim(/(5/)) ^ 0, it

follows from the covering property that fiK) E bdyC/V2); thus inttM2)

D/-Hint(AP)).   Since fiB¡) fl bdy(iV2) = 0, intfAf2) = f-'iintiN2)). Hence,
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for each yEgiintiM2)),g~1iy) E int(M2), so that g|int(M2) is acyclic

mod 2. Since A is light, dim(g(M2)) g 2 [10, pp. 91-92, Theorem VI. 7].

Since any manifold is an orientable gm (generalized manifold) mod 2, it

now follows that g(int(Af2)) is a 2-gm [25, p. 22], and thus is a 2-manifold

[ 26, pp. 271-280]. Hence, giM2) is a 2-manifold with boundary (and, in

fact, HliM2;Z¿ ~//'(¿(M2) ; Za) (i = 0,1,2) by the Vietoris Mapping

Theorem [2]).

Since Bh consists of a finite set of points [24, p. 198, (5.1)], there exists

a finite set of mutually disjoint closed 2-cells E¡ ij = 1,2, ••-,m) such that

bdyiEJ)r\fiBf)=0,fiB,)cU?=xintiEJ), and each component of h~\E)
is again a closed 2-cell containing at most one point of Bh [ 24, p. 198].

If L is a component of h~\Ej), then g~\L) is a 2-manifold with boundary

and^-HD is acyclic mod 2. By [2], //1(g"1(L);Z2) =0, so that g~\L)

is a closed 2-cell. Thus M2 is homeomorphic to giM2).

2.3. Lemma. Let M" and N" be compact connected n-manifolds, possibly

with boundary, and let n ^ 2. Let f:Mn—>Nn be a map with dim(/(ß/)) ^ 0,

fiBf) C int(/V"), and f~\y) having at most k components for each yENn.

Then for all but at most k + r points y, where r = dimilT'A^"; Zp)) and p is

any prime, each component A of f~liy) Aas //n_1(A; Zp) = 0 iand, if n = 2,

is acyclic mod p). // bdy(/Y0 ^ 0 and f is not constant, then there are at

most r such exceptional points.

Proof. Suppose that there are (at least) m points y such that

Hn-\f-\y);Zp)^0.

If r is the union of these sets f'Ay), then dim(//n_1(r; Zp)) ^ m. From

the exactness of the cohomology sequence, it follows that

dim(//n(M", r; Zp)) ^ m - r.

Now /(r) C fiBf), and the hypotheses imply that f\f~\Nn - fiBf)) is a

covering map [ 18, p. 128] of degree at most k (r may be M" itself). Sup-

pose that / is not constant; since dimifiB/)) ^ 0, each component L of

TW-Ar)) has fiL) (MNn - fiB,)) ¿¿0. Hence each component of

f-AN" - /(r)) is mapped by / onto Nn - /(r), so that M" - r has at most

A components and dimiHniMn,T;Zp)) ^ A. Thus m^k + r. The same

conclusion is immediate if / is constant.

If bdy(iVn) ^0 and / is not constant, then (since fiB,) Cint(iV")) each

component of M" — r meets the (nonempty) set bdy(M") so that

HniMn, T; Zp) = 0.  Thus m^r.

2.4. Lemma. LetF:M2X En~2-+N2 X En~2 be a C2 map such that F(x, t)
= t, where M2 and N2 are compact, connected 2-manifolds ipossibly with

boundary), n ^ 3, dim(.Bi?) ̂  n — 3, and

FiBF) C FiRn_AF)) n (inttiV2) X En~2).
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Suppose further that  F\[iM2X £n_2) - F-l(F(BF))]   is  a  A-to-1  covering

map. If TXiN2) = 0, then F is acyclic mod 2.

(The expression F2 is the second coordinate of F.)

The lemma is first proved under the additional hypothesis that

HliF~1iy,t);Z2) = 0 for all (y,t) EN2 X En~2 (yielding F monotone).

Then, from this case and (2.3), which shows that "most" points iy,t)

satisfy this condition, the general result is finally obtained.

Proof. It follows from [5, (1.1)] that if Ft is the map F\ (M2 X {t}), then

FiRn_2iF)) H (iV2 X {*}) = FARoiFj)

for all t E E"~2, and thus [ 3, (1.3)] has dimension at most 0. Hence
(1) dimiFiBF)niN2x{t\)) è0 for each tEEn~2.

Note that the branch set of Ft is contained in BF. From (1) and the

covering property of F (A ̂  1) it follows that

(2) each Ft is onto.

Suppose that D is a closed 2-cell in iV2 and, for some s E E"~2 and v > 0,

FiBF) n ((bdyD) X S{s,,)) = 0; let K be a component of F-\D X S{s,v)).

From the covering property of F it follows that each component of

F'AhdyDxSis.v)) is homeomorphic to Sl X En~2, where S1 is a circle;

and from (2) that FiK) = DxSis,v).  As a result

(3) there is a connected 2-manifold-with-boundary L2 and a homeo-

morphism u of K onto L2 X Sis, v) such that the restriction

p\iKCMM2x{t\))=L2x{t\

for each tESis,v).

First case. Suppose that rWHy.O;^ =0 for each iy.t) EN2X En~2.

Thus, each component of F~\y, t) is acyclic mod 2. In this case it suffices

to prove that F is monotone.

Let HtGt be the factorization of Ft given by (2.2) (cf. (2)). Suppose

that, for some t E En~2, Ht has no branch point. Since Ht is a covering

map [ 18, p. 128] and irAN2) = 0, H, is a homeomorphism; thus Ft is mono-

tone and A = 1. From (1) and the covering property of F, it follows that

Fs is also monotone for each s E En~2.  Thus,

(4) if, for some t E En~2, Ht has no branch point, then F is monotone,

the desired conclusion.

It follows from [24, p. 198] that Ht is topologically equivalent to a

simplicial map. By [22] the number \(i) of branch points of Ht is at most

AxUV2) — xiM2), where x is the Euler characteristic. Choose tEEn~2 such

that \(i) is a maximum. By (1) there exists a mutually disjoint finite

family of closed 2-cells DjEintiN2) 0'= 1,2, ••-,«/) such that

(a) FiBF)nibdyiDJ)x{t~\)=0,
(b) F(Bf)n(iV2XJí))cU/=1(int(Z),)X|í}),   and
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(c) each component of HfliDjX{t}) is a closed 2-cell containing at

most one branch point of //,- [22, p. 198]. (Note that Ft, and thus //,, is

locally a homeomorphism on a neighborhood of F¡~AbdyiN¿) X \t}).)

From (c) and (2.2) applied to Fr\Ff ADjX \t}), each component of

FfADjXlt}) is a closed 2-cell.
There exists a ¿ > 0 such that each t in Sit, b) also satisfies condition (a)

and (b). Let Km im = 1,2, • • •,X(í)) be those components of F~\Dj X S{t,b))

ij = 1,2, ■■■,J) such that GAKm(~] (M2X \t))) has a branch point of //«-

(and only one by (3) and condition (c)). By (4) we may suppose that Ht-

has a branch point, i.e., X(F) ̂  1. Since irADj) = 0, the argument of (4)

may be applied to the restriction F\Km. Since F\Km is not monotone,

G,iKm H (Âf2 X j t})) has at least one branch point of //, for each t E S(f,b) ;

by the maximality of kit), it has precisely one (m = 1,2, •■•).

Let Dj be the 2-cell such that FiKx) = Dj X Sif,ô), and for each t E SiF,6)

let ait) be the image under Ht of the (unique) branch point of Ht in

CddniA^X {«}))'.   The  function

a : Sit~,Ô) -» int(Z),) X S(Ü)

is 1-to-l, and (since the union of the branch sets of the //, is closed) a is

continuous. Thus the image of a is a (tame) (n — 2)-cell Q. Let * be

F~ïiti) H Kx, let ß and * be the one-point compactifications of these spaces,

and let f : 4r —» fi be the natural extension of F\ *. By our assumption, f is

acyclic mod 2, and, by the Vietoris Mapping Theorem [2], //n_2(*;Z2)

= Z2. Thus dim* ^ n - 2 [ 10, p. 137, (F) j, so that dimißf) è n - 2, yield-

ing a contradiction. Thus F is monotone, and hence acyclic mod 2.

Second case. Thus, we may suppose that there exists a point (y, t) E N2

XE"-2 such that H\F-\y,t);Z¿ ^0. By (2.3), for each tEEn-2 there

are at most A + r such points y G N2, where r is the dimension of H\M2; Zi).

Choose t such that the number of such points is maximal, and call the

points y¡ (i = 1,2, ■■■,m;m ^ 1). There exist mutually disjoint closed

2-cells Di such that y¡Gint(A)  and (by (1))

F(/Jf)n(bdy(A)X{i})=0.

Choose á > 0 such that

FiBF) H (bdy(A) X Sit,b)) =0       (i = 1,2, • • -,m).

Let Ki be a component of F~\Di X Sit, 5)) such that

¡PiF-'MnKu ZJ*0,

and let Kit) = K¿n F'ADi X{t\). Suppose that for some i and s G S if, à),

each yGüit(A)  has fTííFIKJ-'Cy,«);^ =0.   Let / be the restriction

F\KAs); by (2),/is nonconstant. Let hg be the factorization given by (2.2).

Suppose first that A has no branch points. It follows as in (4) that / is
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monotone, and (by(2.2)) KAs) is a closed 2-cell. From (3), K¡(i) is also a

closed 2-cell, and from (2.3) applied to the restriction map F\KAt), a

contradiction of the choice of Ki results.

Thus we may suppose that there exists x E Bh. There exists a closed 2-

cell E C Di such that A(x) G E X \s\ and the component E' of h~\E X {s})

containing x is a closed 2-cell containing no other point of Bh [ 24, p. 198] ;

by (1), we may suppose that FiBF) n ((bdyE) X \s\) = 0. By (2.2)

applied to F\g-\E'), g~\E') is a closed 2-cell. Choose £>0 such that

S(M)CS(t7«) and FiBF) n ((bdyE) X Sis.t)) = 0. Let 1/ be the com-
ponent of F'AExSis^)) containing g~\E'); then UniM2x{t\) is

a closed 2-cell for each i£S(s,£) (by(3)). It follows from (2.3) that each

component in U of f~\y,t) is acyclic mod 2 for yEE. By the first part

of this proof, F\ U is monotone, contradicting the choice of E and £'.

(5) Thus, there is no such s; hence for each i£S(i,{), there is at least

one point a¿(í) G int_(L>¡) X {t }   with   rTH^n^WO);^ * 0.

By the choice of t, there is precisely one. The function

a,:S(Ü)^int(A)XS(í,á)

is 1-to-l and continuous. Thus, if D¿ is assumed to be the closed unit disk,

then there is a homeomorphism <b of D¡ X Sit, 5) onto itself with <b2ix, t) = t

and <t>iaiS(F,ô))) = {0\X S(F,S).
Let P and Q be the one-point compactifications of K¡ and K¿n (^-f7)-1

({0} X S(f,5)), respectively. It is immediate that

Hn~1iP;Z2)~Hn-1iP,{p\;Z2),

where p is the added point; since Ki is homeomorphic to L2 X En~2 (by

(3)), Hn-liP,\p);Z^ is isomorphic to Hn~\L2X Sn~2,L2X \z\;Z¿, where

z is any point of S"~2. By the exactness of the cohomology sequence (n ^ 3),

this is mapped onto Hn~liL2X Sn~2;Zi), which, by the Runneth Formula,

is isomorphic to HAL^Z^. From (5) and (2.3) it follows that HliL2;Zi)

* 0; thus Hn~\P; Z¿ * 0.

Given any closed 2-cell £CA-jO) with [ihdy E) X \t}]n<f>FiBF)

= 0, there exists £>0 such that, for each sESit.Ç), [ihdyE)x{s\]

C[<bFiBF)=0 also. Since HAi<bF)1iy,s);Z2) = 0 for each yGfl¡-{0[,
it follows from the first part of this proof that

(6) F is  monotone  on  each  component   of X¿n i<f>F)~AEx Sit,£)).

Let V be a closed 2-cell such that VCint(Z)¿), OGint V, and

[(bdyV)x{i}]n*i;,(^)=0,

and let W be a component of K,(~) i<bF)~\iD¡ - intVO X {t}). In the

factorization given by (2.2) for / = <¡>F\ W, A has no branch points (from

(6)), and so is a finite-to-one covering map [16, p. 128]. Since each finite

covering space of the annular region  (D¿ — intV) X \t\  is  itself,   (2.2)
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implies that W is homeomorphic to (fl¿ — intVO X {<(. Since V may be

chosen arbitrarily small, each component of K¡C] i<pF)~\iDi — {0}) X \t\)

is homeomorphic to D¡— J0¡. It follows that P — Q is homeomorphic to

iD¡-{0))XS(t,S). Since H"-\P;Z2) ^ 0, H*-\Q\Zè ^ 0 from the con-
tinuity of Cech cohomology.

Thus, dimQ^n-1 [10, p. 137, (F)], and K¿n i<t>F)-li{0} X S(f,S))
has dimension at least n-1. On the other hand, since

forallíGS(íTá) (by (5) and the definition of <b), Jf¡n(*í)-1({0} X Sit,6))
CBf, yielding a contradiction.

2.5. Lemma. Let Np be a C° manifold, and let Tp~q be a Cr submanifold of

Np (r = 1,2, • • •)• Then there is a Cr diffeomorphism ^ of Np onto itself such

that V,(rp"'0 is a C° submanifold of Np~q and \p is arbitrarily near (in the fine

Cr topology) the identity on Np.

Proof. The fine C topology is defined in [ 15, p. 25 and p. 28]. (The Cr

topology of [ 16] is the coarse Cr topology of [ 15].) In [ 15, p. 35, (4.1)] a

slight modification of the proof shows that fx may be chosen to approximate

/ in the Cr topology, i.e., the partial derivatives of fx of orders at most r

approximate those of /.

In the proof of [15, p. 40, (4.7)] let

Hx)=x+g\TÍx))-gÍTÍx))

for xEtc~\@), and ^(x) = x elsewhere. If 5 is sufficiently small, then \p

is a Cr diffeomorphism near the identity [15, p. 29, (3.10)]; since ^g = g,

it follows that the H = A.

The remainder of the proof is an analog of that of [ 15, pp. 41, 42, (4.8)

and Exercise (a)], where f¡ = ^jf¡-X (j = 1,2, •••) and the diffeomorphism

i is the (well-defined) limit, as ;-> », of the composition 4>¡^j-\• • • ifelh-

Morse in [ 14] proved (2.5) in the special case that Np = E", rp~q is

compact, and 9=1. Assuming only that Np is a Cr manifold, Cerf [3,

p. 260] proved that there exist a C" manifold Q" and a Cr diffeomorphism

X of N" onto Qpsuch that XiT""1) is a C" submanifold of Qp.

2.6. Remark. The differentiability hypothesis in [22, p. 26, Theorem

I. 5] can be changed from C" to Cma*l"-'!+1'1). (In the proof, replace the

theorem of A. P. Morse [22, p. 240] by Sard's Theorem [20]'.) Moreover,

given any m (m = 1,2, •••) the diffeomorphism A in [22, p. 26] may be

chosen Cm.

In [22, p. 27] the hypothesis C1 suffices, and V" need not be compact

if / is proper.

The following remark follows from the proof of f 22, p. 27].

2.7. Remark. Let f:Mn-^Nn be Cm and proper, let Kp be a compact Cm
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p-manifold, and let p be a Cm diffeomorphism of a region in Nn onto Kp X En~p

im,p = 1,2, • • •). If fis transverse regular [22, pp. 22-23] on p~\Kp X (Oj),

then there are a C"p-manifold Lp,t>0, and a Cm diffeomorphism a of Lp

XSiO,t) onto t\p-\KpXSiO,t))) such that ipfa)2iz,r) = r for each

rGS(0,e).

Proof. Since / is transverse regular on P\KPX \0\), r\p-\KpX {0}))

is a Cm p-manifold in M" [22, p. 23] (the hypothesis C1 suffices). By [15,

p. 42, (4.9)] and [3, p. 260] there is a Cm diffeomorphism ^ of Mn onto a

C" n-manifold Of such that iif-lip'\KpX [0 }))) is a C" submanifold,

callitLp,ofQ". Choosee > 0 so that f\f/~l is transverse regular onp~AKpX \r\)

for each rGS(0,£) [22, p. 27]; thus [20, p. 26] ^tAp~AKpX \r\)) is a
Cm p-manifold. By the proof of [22, p. 27], for each point x of Lp, the

normal (n — p)-plane to Lp at x meets i(f~l(p~1(Kp X \r\))) in precisely

one point, call it r(x,r); thus risaC* diffeomorphism of IP X S(0,t) onto

r'(p_1(iiXS(0,f))). Leta = ^"1r. (For each xG/"1(p"1(ä'p X S(0,f))),

there is a Cm diffeomorphism m of a neighborhood V of fix) onto E" such

that piVnP~AK"X{r\)), for each rEEn~p, is defined by x' constant

(i = 1,2, ...,/i — p). Perhaps it is clearer that both a and a'1 are Cm if

we observe [5, (1.1)] and [6, (2.3)] that there is a neighborhood U of x

and a Cm diffeomorphism X of U onto En such that the map g = pfX~l

satisfies gAx\ x2, • • •, x") = x'  (¿ = 1,2, • • •, n — p).)

2.8. Lemma. Let Mn and Nn be connected C6 n-manifolds, and let f : Mn —> AT"

be C3 and proper, with n^4, dim(ß/) ¿, n - 3 and fiB¡) EfiRn-iif))- Then

f satisfies hypotheses (1) and (2) of (2.1).

Proof. By [19, §5], dixnifiR^) ú n - 2, so that dimirAfiRn-J))
z%_ n — 2. Since / is proper, and Ä„_2 |s locally compact, fiRn-2J is locally

compact. The restriction map /| [Mn — f~AfiRn~2>)] is a A-to-1 covering

map [18, p. 128] with connected domain, so that / satisfies (2). Suppose

that, for some point y in Nn, f~\y) has at least A + 1 components Y,

(¿ = 1,2, ■■•,A +1). There is a connected open neighborhood W about y

such that the components Y¡ are contained in different components of

/-1(W). A contradiction results from (2) and the covering property. Thus,

for each yENn, f Ay) has at most A components.

If, for each y in Nn, there is a Euclidean coordinate neighborhood E

about y such that/_1(£) has exactly A components, then, by (2), condition

(1) is satisfied. Thus we may suppose that N1 = E and k^l, and deduce

a contradiction. By [15, p. 41] we may suppose that Mn and Nn are C

manifolds, and thus that En = E i=Nn).

The homomorphism /^ of «AM" - tAfiRn^))) into wxiEn - fiRn_2))

induced by f\[Mn - fAfiRn-2))] is one-to-one but not onto [9, pp. 93

and 96].   Since the semi-linear maps of the circle S1 into En — fiRn-¿)
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generate TtxiEn — fiRn-i)) and n è 3, the (polyhedral) embeddings of S1

also generate itAEn — /(/?„_2)). Let y be an embedding such that homotopy

class of t is not in f^iirAM" — f~AfiRn2)))); each component of f~\yiS1))

is a topological circle (by the covering property), and each is mapped by

/ onto yiS1) nonhomeomorphically. Moreover, there exists t > 0 such

that, if X is any embedding of S1 in En with (uniform) distance d(X,7) < t,

then MS1) has the same property.

By [ 8, p. Ill, Theorem 2a], there is a C" embedding X of S1 in E" in ^ 4)

such that di\,y) < t/2. By [8, p. 110, Corollary ] there is a C" embedding

p of the unit 2-disk D2 in En which extends X. If D' denotes the unit y-disk

in EJ C En, D2CD¿C D", there is [ 15, p. 275] a C embedding v of Dn

into En which extends p. Since bdy(Z)2) C bdy(L>3) = S2, £ = v\S2 is a C"

embedding which extends X.

Let A be the (C3) map given by [22, p. 26] (cf. 2.6), with (uniform)

distance from the identity map less than t/2, for / and Np~q = £(S2).

By the proof of the theorem, / is transverse regular [22, p. 22-23] on

A'AtiS2)), call it X2. Because £ is the restriction of v, X2 has a tubular

neighborhood Z and a C3 diffeomorphism p of Z onto X2 X E"~2.

By 2.7, if Z is a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood, the restriction

of/ to each component U of f~\Z) satisfies the hypotheses of 2.4; thus

the restriction f\ U is monotone. Because of the choice of A AXiS1)), each

component of / HA'HaCS1))) is a topological circle mapped by / onto the

topological circle A'HMS1)) nonhomeomorphically; from condition (2),

/([/) = Z, and a contradiction results. Thus / does satisfy hypothesis (1)

of 2.1.

3. The proof of (1.1). Given L/C -E" and a C1 map A : U->E\ D,h denotes

the first partial derivative of A with respect to the 7th independent vari-

able. If n = 1 and A is O, then DU)h is the derivative of order j (D(0)A = A).

3.1. Lemma. Let f:Mn->Nn be Cm and proper, with dimiß,) ^n-2

and m = 2,3, • • •. Suppose that the Jacobian matrix {derivative map) has

rank at least n-1 at every point of Mn.  Then,

(1) for each point y in Nn, f~\y) has a finite number of components, each

of which is either a point or a Cm embedding of a closed interval.  Moreover,

(2) for each open neighborhood U of y, there is a region W such that yEW

C Uand each component of f~AW) which meets f~\y) is mapped by f onto W.

Proof. We may suppose that n ^ 2 [18, p. 128], AT and Nn are C°

Riemannian manifolds [15, p. 42, (4.9)], and, in fact, that 7Y"= E". For

each point xEfAy), there are [5, (1.1)] Cm diffeomorphisms X of a Euclid-

ean neighborhood U(x) of x onto En and p of E" onto itself (the latter

merely interchanging dependent variables [5, (2.3)]) such that the map

£ = «A-1 has ¿V.x2,. •;,*") = xl (i = 1,2, •••,n-l). Since dimiBj) ^n-2,
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the Jacobian determinant of g is either non-negative or nonpositive. Thus

Dngnix\x2,-..,xn) è 0 (say) on all of X(U(x)), so that the map h:El^E1

defined by g"ix\ x2, •••,x") = A(x") is monotone, for all (x'.x2, • ■-,x")

EEn. As a result, since / is proper, f~\y) has a finite number of com-

ponents, each a point, a Cm embedding of a closed interval, or a ~Cm embed-

ding of the circle S1.

Suppose that Í2 is any component of f~Ay) and that U is any open set

containing y. There is an open n-cell Y, yE Y andYC U, such that each

component of f~ A Y) meets at most one component of f~Ay)', let X be the

component of f~AY) which contains Í2. There is a Cm embedding a of a

1-manifold M1 in X such that either M1 = Sl and Q = aiM1) or M1 = E1

and üEctiM1). By 2.5 we may suppose that aiM1) is a C°° submani-

fold of X.
Let Nib) consist of the vectors with length at most 6 in the normal

bundle to aiM1). For ô sufficiently small the restriction of the exponential

map E to Nib) is a C™ diffeomorphism onto a (tubular) neighborhood of

aiM1). For each xG Q, let Dix) be the image under E of the (n — l)-disk

of vectors normal to aiM1) at x. From the coordinate representation at

x given above, observe that any set of (ra — 1)-vectors spanning an in — 1)-

plane transversal to aiM1) at x is mapped by the Jacobian matrix of /

onto a set of n — 1 independent vectors. Thus the Jacobian matrix of the

restriction map f\Dix) has maximal rank at x. Moreover, given any x~G ß,

if an interval from x to x in Q is contained in the coordinate neighborhood

U(x), then it follows from the form of / on U(x) (the fact that D„g'1 è 0)

that f(D(x)) and f(D(x)) have the same tangent (n — l)-plane at y. Thus,

for all x G ß, the sets f(D(x)) have the same tangent (n — 1)-plane at y,

which we may suppose is that spanned by the first n — 1 coordinate vectors

of£n.

There is a C" embedding ß of S1 in Y such that (a) y G ß(Sl) and (b)

ß(S^ is normal to that plane at y. We have observed above that, for any

such embedding ß, f is transverse regular [22, pp. 22-23] to ß(Sv) at each

point of Í2. In [22, pp. 24-26] (cf. 2.6), the space H of Cm maps A may be

replaced by that subspace such that A(y) =y and the first partial deriv-

atives of A agree with those of the indentity map at y. As a result, there

is a Cm embedding y of S1 in Y such that it satisfies conditions (a) and (b),

and / is transverse regular at each point of fAyiS1) — {y\). Thus f\X is

transverse regular at each point of f'AyiS1)). By 2.5 and [22, p. 27], we

may suppose that y(Sx) is a C°° submanifold of Y.

Define, as above, a tubular neighborhood T of y(S1), TQY. Then there

is a Cœ diffeomorphism p of T onto yiS1) X En~l such that p(z) = (2,0)

for each ZG7OS1) (for n = 2, the Moebius Band cannot be embedded in

E2; for n ^ 3, by the proof of [ 11, (1.2) ]). Let L\ t > 0, and o be as given
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by 2.7 for f\iXnf~\T)) and Kp = yiS1), and let R be the component of

^nrV^tS'lXSIO.e)) containing Q; we will still denote fln/'V1

iyiS1) X jOj) by L\ a 1-sphere by 2.7.

Suppose that $2 is a 1-sphere, i.e., that /(L1) = [yj. Given any closed

interval r of 7(5'), yGintr, there exists a sufficiently small neighborhood

S(0,ÖCS(0,() such that pML'xS(0,0)CrxS(0,f). Because of the

form of/on the neighborhoods Jl/(x) iDngn ̂  0), it follows that pfoiL1 X{r\)

isa single point, for each rG<S(0,£), contradicting the fact that dim(.B/)

< n. Thus Ü is not a 1-sphere, yielding conclusion (1).

From the local form of / iDng" ^ 0) and the fact that no point inverse

is a 1-sphere, pfo\iLl X \r\) is the composition of a monotone map and a

finite-to-one covering map, and pfoiL1 X \r\) = yiS1) X [r\. Since fi

(=/_1(y)n/?) is connected, each map pfo\iLiX\r\) is monotone; thus

f\R is monotone,  and /(/?) = T.

For each S2, in the finite set of components of f~\y), there is an open

tubular neighborhood T¿ of y satisfying the conclusion of 2.7, T,¡ C Y C U;

let Ri be the component of /_1(T,) containing Í2¿. Since T,C Y, the sets

R¡ are mutually disjoint. By the above paragraph, f\R¡ is monotone and

/(fi¿) = IVLet WbethecomponentofriiT.containingy.Then/í/íin/'HWO)

= W, and f\iR¡nf~\W)) is monotone. By [24, p. 138, (2.2)] (it is suffi-

cient that / be proper), Ri(~}f~AW) is connected, and conclusion (2) follows.

3.2. Corollary. Let f : Mn —> Nn be a C2 proper map with dimiBf) g n — 2.

Then f satisfies condition  (2)  of (2.1).

Proof. Given a region UCN" — fiRn-i), let V be a_component of f~\U).

Suppose that /(V) * U. Since VC VnTAU) C V, Vnt\U) is con-
nected and thus is contained in V. Since / is proper it follows that /( V)

= Cl[/(V)]n U. Thus there exists y G Un bdy(/( V)). Let W be the re-

gion given by 3.1, conclusion (2), for U and y. Since yEfiV), WCfiV),

and a contradiction results; thus fiV) = U.

Since dim(/(fin_2)) ^ n - 2 [ 19, §5] and dimiß/) ^ n - 2, dim(/-1(/(ÄI1_2)))

^ n — 2; that / satisfies conclusion (2) of 2.1 for arbitrary regions U(ZNP

follows.

3.3. Lemma. Let En+, £"_, and A be the sets in E" defined by x" > 0, x" < 0,

and — X < x'< X (i = 1,2, • • -,n — 1) and —p<xn<v i\,p, and v>0),

respectively. Let U be an open set with A C U C En, let t > 0, and let f: U-*En

be Cm (m = 1,2,_-.-) withf = xl (¿ = 1,2, •••,n-l) on Ä, Dnf"^0onA,

and Dnf > 0 on AnE"+. Then there is a Cm map g:U->En such that

(i) f = goff A,
(ii) the {uniform) distance between each partial derivative of f with order

0,1, • ■ -, m and the corresponding partial of g is at most t,

(iii) the Jacobian determinant Jig) > 0 on A,
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(iv) BgEBf,and

(v) g(A)=f(A).   Moreover,

(vi)for each y in f(A), APl/_1(y) and AC\g~Ay) each have one component.

Proof. We may suppose that A is defined by 0 < x' < 1 (¿ = 1,2, • • -, n — 1)

and — 1 < x" < 1, that e < 1, and that t is less than the minimum of Dnf"

on ÂPl£+. There exists a Cm map a:E1-,E1 such that a ^ 0, a>0

precisely on (0,1), and Dwa < e if = 0,1, ■■■,m). Let ßk:En^E1be

defined by

n-l

ßkix\x2,...,xn) = au- l)*xn)Il«(*')        (* = 1,2),
¡=i

let 7 = 0i for x" g 0 and 7 = -02 for x" £ 0, and let

^(x1,*2,-..,*""1,*) di.

Letgl = f (¿ = 1,2, ...,i»-l), and gn = f + b.

Since 7 > 0 on A Pi £" and L\ô = 7, A>g" > 0 on A f) £"L; since \y\ <(

on A pi £+ and e < £>„/" on A n E\, Dng" >0 on AC)En+. Conclusion (iii)

follows. Since

bix\x2,. ■ .,xn-\ -1) = «(x1,*2,. • .,xnl, 1) = 0,

r(x1,x2,..-,x'l-1,-l)=^(x1,x2,...,x"-1,-l)

and

tix\x2, ■ ■ -,xn-\ 1) = gttix\x\ ■. ..x"-1,1);

since/1 = g' = x' (¿ = 1,2, • • -, n - 1), and since £>„/" = 0 and L\gn Hon

A, g(A) = /(A). The reader may verify that g satisfies the remaining con-

ditions.

3.4 Lemma. Let Mn and Np be C° manifolds, and let Êm be the set of all

Cm maps g : Mn—> Af" (ro = 1,2, •••). TAerc iAere are an embedding of N" as

a closed submanifold of a Euclidean space, and a complete metric p on <Sm

such that:

(1) pig.gj) —>0 implies that gj—>g in the icoarse) Cm topology; and

(2) if d is the metric induced on Np by the embedding and p(g,h) < 1, then

d(g(x), h(x)) = P(g,h) for all xEM".

Proof. The coarse Cm topology is defined in [16] (cf [15, pp. 25-28]).

Let Ti(M") be the tangent bundle ofM", let TAMn) = TAT^x(Mn)), and

let dmg: Tm(Mn)^Tm(Np) be the roth derivative map. Since Tm(Mn)

and Tm(Np) are C" manifolds, each may be embedded as a closed C" sub-

manifold of some Euclidean space [ 15, p. 20]. For each x G Mn, replace

the fiber Fx over x by the unit ball Bx (using the Euclidean metric), Bx
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CFxCTmiMn), defining the space /3(M"). For maps G and H of ß(Mn)

into TmiNp), let oiG,H) be the minimum of 1 and the least upper bound

of [d(G(x),//(x)) :xEBiMn)\, where d is the Euclidean metric; then o is

a complete metric. Let pig,h) = o{dmg,dmh). From the natural embedding

of 7VP in TmiNp), conclusion (2)  follows.

The coarse Cm topology on <Sm is, similarly, the compact open topology

of the mth derivative maps of ß (AT) (in fact, TmiMn)) into Tm(/Vp). Since

the compact open topology is the topology of uniform convergence on

compact sets [1, p. 485], p(g,g;)—>0 implies that gj—>g in the coarse Cm

topology. (In fact, if M" is compact, the topology of p is the (coarse = fine)

Cm topology.)

Lastly we wish to show that p is complete. Suppose that g} is a p-Cauchy

sequence of Sm; then dmgj is a a-Cauchy sequence, and thus has a limit D.

Since the restrictions dmgj\Mn—*D\Mn uniformly, i.e., g¡—>D\Mn uni-

formly, it suffices to prove that dm(D|M") = D. In case m = 1 and M"

= 7VP = E1, the result is a straightforward consequence of the Mean-

Value Theorem, and the general result  follows  from this special case.

The topology defined above is intermediate between the fine and coarse

C topologies. In [3, p. 272], Cerf observes that the fine C topology (his

(ér [3, p. 269]) is not metrizable, but has a complete uniform structure.

The coarse Cr topology is metrizable with a complete metric (use [ 1, p. 490,

Theorem 10] and the metrization theorem for uniform spaces), but, in

general, it does not have a metric satisfying condition (2).

3.5. Lemma. Let M" and Nn be connected C6 manifolds, and let /: M"—>iV"

be a C3 proper map with dim(ß/) f¿ n — 3 and n ^ 4. TAen / satisfies con-

dition^) of (2.1).

Proof. By [ 15, p. 42] we may suppose that Mn and Nn are C" manifolds

and that <£3, d, and P are as in 3.4. By [19, §5], dim(/(fi„_2(/))) ^ n - 2,

and, since / is proper, fiRn-Añ) is locally compact. There exist compact

sets Yj and open coordinate neighborhoods U¡ and V7, such that Y,C Vj,

VjQUj, Uj is compact, the U¡ are locally finite in Np — fiRn-Af)), and

Np - fiRn-2if)) = U7=1 Y,= Üj-xÜj. Let F¡ be the set of xEM" such
that dix,Bf) <l/j.

Given A G ^3 and x G M", let r(A, x) be the rank of (the Jacobian matrix

of) A at x; let 0 < e < 1. A sequence of proper maps /¿G @3 (i = 1,2, • • •;

/o = /) satisfies property ty if

(a) /, agrees with f,_x off F^TTO;

(b) fiif-'iV^CUj (7-1,2,...);
(c) Uj-irTO nBifd =0, where BiJd is the branch set of /,;
(d) for each xEMn, r(/,,x) ^ r(/^1;x), and either /¡(x) = fix) or r(/¿,x)

= n;
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(e) BifdCBif^);
(f) Pifi,fi-X) <2-'<; and
(g) for each yENp, f^iy) and fï-Ay) have the same number of com-

ponents.

We wish to construct a sequence {/,( satisfying ^3. Suppose that /i,/2,

•••,/¿_i have been defined; by (e) dim(.B(/¿_i)) = n — 3. There exists v,

0 <y <2~lt, such that, if /¿ is any C3 map satisfying (a) and p(/¿,/¡-i)

<n, then/, satisfies (b) (and (f)).

Since r(/¿_i,x) ^n-1 for xEf'A V¿) (by (d)) there exists £, 0 < | < v,

such that A G ®3, x G f~ A Vd, and p (A, /, _ J < £ implies that r(A, x) = re - 1.
For each xEFiC]fAV¡), let l/[A,x] and V[A,x] be the neighborhoods

given by [5, (1.1)], [/[A.xjC^nrHV;), with diffeomorphisms kx[h,x]

of En onto t/[A,x] and A2[A,x] of V[A,x] onto En such that A2AAi, call it

H, has the form H' = x/ ij = 1,2, •■■,n — 1). We may suppose that the

image of Ax£A,x] evaluated at 0 is x. Let AXjM,, EEn be the set of 3.3, let

A[A,x,X,u,v] be the Ai[A,x] image of AA„,„, and let the top of A[A,x,X,u,v]

(respectively, bottom; center line; A+[h,x,X,u,v]) be the A¿[A,x] image

of the subset of Ax,w,, defined by xn = v (respectively, x"= — p.; x'= 0,

¿ = 1,2, ...,ra-l;xf¿0).
The compact set Fi+1r\f~AYi) is contained in the open set FiHf^AVo.

Given y G N" and a component r of f^iiy) such that TDF+yOrAYj

¿¿0, we will now prove that rC^i+iPl/HYi). We may suppose that r

is nondegenerate; thus rcß(/i-i) CBj (by(e) for /¿_i), so that rcF¡+i.

By (d) for /,_!, /|r = /,_i|r, so that fiD = \y\. Since m/-1(Y,)^0,
rC/"HY¿), yielding the desired conclusion.

Since dim(ß(/,_i)) ^ n - 3 (by (e)), r(/¿_i,x) ^ n - 1 for each xEf AV,)

(by (d)), and /¿_i is. proper (by (a)), it follows from 3.1 that for each

y EN", each component r of f~-\(y) Pl^+iPl/'HYi) is a point or a C3

embedding of an interval. For each x~G F¿+1n/_1(Y¡), there exist X(x) > 0,

/¿(x) > 0, and v(x) > 0 such that

¿[f^uxAixï^ixï^ixïïcFnf-Avd.

For each AGE3, let A[h,x,Xix),pix),v(x)] be denoted by A(A,x).

Let r be the component of fr\ifi-i(x)) containing x; then rnA(/¿„i,x)

is contained in the center line of A(/¿_i,x). If r is an arc and xGintr,

we may as well suppose, by replacing p(x) and ¡>(x) by small positive

numbers, that rOA(/¿_i,x) is that center line. Similarly, if r= [x"| or

if r is an arc and x is one of the two endpoints of r, then r is disjoint from

either the top or bottom of A(/¿_i,x), say the top, and we may suppose

that /¿_i has rank n on (a neighborhood of) the top of A(/¿_i,x).

For each such arc component r, there exists a finite number of points

xm (ro = 1,2, ...,L(r)) such that the sets A(/,_i,xm) are a minimal cover
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of r. By renumbering the points xm, replacing X(xJ, p.(xm), and i/(xm) by

smaller numbers, and by (possibly) interchanging tops and bottoms (by

a reflection of En), we may suppose that

(i) /,_! has rank n on top of Aif^x,xx), and that

(ii) the top of A(/¿_i,xm+1) is contained in A(/¿_i,xj (m = l,2, •••,

L(D - 1).
For T an arc component, let fi(r) be the union of these sets A(/,_!, xj;

for r the single point x, let S2(r) = Aif,-X,x). The sets S2(r) constitute

and open cover of Fi+xnf~liYÏ), and thus there is a finite subcover. The

corresponding sets A(/¡_i, xj) (J = 1,2, •••,«/) thus also constitute a finite

subcover, and, for each r of the finite subcover, may be ordered consistent

with the ordering on r. If p + v' = p + v ip,p',v, and v' > 0), then AKl¡t,

is homeomorphic to Ax„ _„ by a translation in the nth coordinate direction.

Thus we may suppose that either

(i) /,_! has rank n on (a neighborhood of) A+(/¿_!,Xj) ij = 1,2, ■ ■-,J) or

(Ü)   à+ifi-uX,) Cm-uXj-ù   U = 2,3, • ■-,</).
The reader may verify from the proofs of [ 4, (1.1) ] and the rank theorem

[12, p. 7, (1.8)] that, if PÍA,,/, 1)^0_as 7^°° and xGIOTTO,
then we may suppose that kx[hj,x]\AK)i^ approaches Ai^^xJlAx^,, in

the C1 topology.

Thus there exists f, 0<f<£, such that A,GC3 and pifyJ^J < t

(7 = 1,2, • • -, J) implies that

(1) the sets A(AJ(x;) cover Fl+xnf~AYd and each set A(Aj,Xj) QF¡

ntKVd, and
(2) for each 7, either_

(i) hj has rank n on A+{hj,xj), or

(ii)  A+ihj.xJCMhj-uXj^).

Let hx = fj_x. Let A2 be the map given by 3.3 such that p{hx,h2) < t/2,

h2 agrees with hx off A(A1,x1), and A2 has rank n on A(A1; xx). Suppose that

hj+i (7 = 1,2, •••,m — 1) have been given by 3.3 for A, with p(A;,A;+1)

< 2 ;f, hj+x agrees with h¡ off A(A;,xj), and hj+l has rank n on Aih,,xj). By

(2), either (i) hm has rank n on A+(Am,xJ or (ii) A+(Am,xJ C Aihm_x,xm_x);

but, by the inductive hypothesis^ Am has rank n on A(Am„1,xm_1). Thus,

in either case, hm has rank n on A+(Am, xm). Let Am+1 be the map given by

3.3 such that p(Am+1,AJ <2"mf, hm+x has rank n on A(Am,xJ, and Am+1

agrees with hm off that set.

Let fi be the map hJ+x thus defined. Conditon $(a) follows from (1)

and 3.3(i); ^(c) from (1) and 3.3(h); ^(b) and (f) from the fact that

t<v; ^ß(d) from 3.3(i) and (ii); ?(e) from 3.3(iv); and Ç(g) from 3.3(i)

and (vi). Thus there exists a sequence {/¿j satisfying "p.

Since p is complete, a limit map A G C3 exists, and pif,h) < t. Let X

C Y be any compact set, and let Y consist of those points yENp such
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that diy, X) = t. Then Y is closed and bounded, and, since N" is a closed

subset of a Euclidean space (3.4), Y is compact. If xGMn — f AY),

then d(fix),X) > e, so that (3.4(2)) A(x) £X. Thus A AX) C/_1(Y), and
hence is compact. Since X is an arbitrary compact set in Nn, A is proper.

Given x (£ £/, choose ; such that x (£ F> By ?J(a), /j-_i = A on a neigh-

borhood of x; by Vie), x£Bh. Thus BhQBf. Given z E f~AfiRn-2Íf))),
there exists ¿ such that zEf AY¡); by ^3(c), z$B(/¡). There exists J such

that £/, H Ui = 0 for all ; = J. By ^ß(a) and (b) A agrees with fj on a neigh-

borhood of 2.  By <P(e), 2|B*.  Thus BhCBfnrAfiRn-2Íñ)).

From <ß(e) and 3.4(1), for all x G M" d(/¿(x), /¡_i(x)) < 2"¿f (0 < e < 1);

thus d(fAx),h(x)) <2~'e. From 'iß(a) and <$(b), there exists a neighbor-

hood W of f-'ifiRn-Af))) such that, for all xEW, d(f(x),h(x)) <2~lt.
Since ¿ is arbitrary, the restriction map h\f1(f(Rn_2(f))) = f\f~1(fiRn-Af))).

Similarly, all partial derivatives with order at most 3 of / and A agree on

f-AfiRn-2Íf))). Thus rAfiRn-Añ))Ch-AhiRn_Ah))), so that BhEB,
nh-AhiRn_Ah))).

Since dimßA = n - 3 and Bh C A_1(A(Än_2(A))), there exists (2.8) A

such that, for each yENn, A_1(y) has precisely A components. Since

h\f-l(fiRn-2Íñ)) = f\f-AfiRn~2Íñ)) and A(M" - f-\fiRn-2if)))) C AT
-f(Rn-2Íñ) (by $(a) and ^(b)), for each yEfiRn-2iñ), f Ay) has

precisely A components also. For each y GAT" — fiRn-Af)), there exists ¿

such that y£V,; there exists J such that V¡r) \jJ=J+x U¡= 0,and thus

($(a) and ^ß(b)) A l(V¿) = fjAV,) and /^ agrees with A on A^V7,). As a

result, A_1(y) has exactly A components. By 'ÏJ(g), /jHy) and f~Ay) have

the same number of components.  Thus / satisfies conclusion (1)  of 2.1.

3.6. Proof of Theorem (1.1). First, for the uniqueness, suppose that hg

and Äg are two factorizations with intermediate manifolds Kn and L". For

each point y in Kn, define aiy) ELn as the single point g~(g~x(y)). That

a is one-to-one and onto is immediate. Since ha = h, a is locally a diffeo-

morphism and thus is a diffeomorphism.

For n = 1 and 2, / is, by definition, a local homeomorphism; for n = 3,

/is a local homeomorphism by [4, p. 469] and [ 5, p. 91]. Thus / is a A-to-1

Cm covering map [ 18, p. 128], and the existence of the factoring follows

from (2.1).  For n = 4 it follows from (2.1), (3.2) and (3.5).

3.7. Remarks. The manifold Kn need not be Cm diffeomorphic to Mn.

Let Mn = S', Nn be a C°° homotopy 7-sphere other than S', and let / be a

homeomorphism of M" onto N" which is a C" diffeomorphism except at

one point [ 13] ; we may suppose that / itself is C° everywhere (e.g., by

the argument of [5, p. 95, (3.3)]). In any factorization K" is C°° diffeo-

morphic to Nn, and thus is not diffeomorphic to M".

In the special case that f(Bf) C/(Ä* 3), ti(AP) = 0 and / is C", it follows

from [6, (1.1)] for p = n, m = 1, and A = n - 3 that 7r,(iV - /(Ä„_3)) = 0.
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Since dim(/(fin_3))" á n - 3 [5, (1.3)] and dimiBj) ^ n - 3, dimifAfiRn-z)))

^ n — 3; thus M" — f~1ifiRn-3)) is connected and the restriction map

f\[Mn — f~AfiRn-u)] is a homeomorphism. Hence / is monotone, and

(1.1) is immediate in this case.

A map / satisfying the hypothesis of (1.1) is not a branched covering in

the sense of Fox [ 7, p. 250] unless it is actually a covering map.

In case the degree is 0, the conclusion of (1.2) can be improved.

3.8. Remark. // Mn and N" are compact connected oriented CL n-manifolds,

and f:M"->N" is C1 with degree 0, then dim(ß,) ^ n - 1.

Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e., that / has degree 0 and dim(ß/)

g n — 2. Since B¡ does not separate M", the Jacobian of / is either non-

negative or nonpositive (well defined by [21, p. 341, Lemma 3]). By [19,

§5] dim(/(Än_!)) ^ n — 1, so there exists y with /_1(y) C Rn — Rn-i, let xk

(A = 1,2, • --,m) be the points of f~liy). The result follows from [21,

Lemma 2 and Theorem 2].

If / is not differentiable but fiBj) ^ Nn, essentially the same proof is

valid. The author is grateful to R. F. Williams for suggesting this proof,

which is simple than the author's version.
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